Weekly Schedule Bio 241  
Week 8: Nov 5-9, 2012

Monday: 11-5-12
Exam: The Brain
1. 10 fill-in-the-blank
2. 40 Multiple choice
3. 3 point short answer
4. 23 points for brain diagrams matching and labeling.

Topic: Finish Spinal nerves
1. Note pages: 4.3-4.5
2. Text pages: 501-510

Somatic Motor Systems
1. Note pages: 4.6-4.7
2. Text pages: 511, 513-517

Laboratory:
Due: Spinal cord worksheet on note pages 3.71-3.72
1. Worth 8 points

Quiz: Cranial Nerves (Multiple choice for 7 points)
1. Note pages: 4.16-4.17
2. Text pages: 492-500
3. Be able to name all 12 in order and match them with their function

Topic: The Autonomic Nervous System (ANS) background
1. Note pages: 4.7-4.8
2. Text pages: 524-527, 533-537

The Parasympathetic Nervous System
1. Note pages: 4.8-4.9
2. Text pages: 527-529

Muscles of the head and neck
1. Muscle handout: page 3 and #8 on page 2
2. Text page: 331
3. Origin, insertion and innervation of: Frontalis, Masseter, Temporalis, Sternocleidomastoid and Trapezius

Laboratory: Unit 5, Exercise 1, “Anatomy of the Preserved Human Brain”
Exercises in A&P, "Somatic Reflexes"

Thursday: 11-8-12
Quiz: Parasympathetic Division of the ANS
1. Note pages: 4.8-4.9 and 4.28a&b
2. Text pages: 527-529
3. Multiple choice worth 10 points

**Topic: Sympathetic Division of the ANS**
1. Note pages: 4.9-4.10
2. Text pages: 529-533

Comparing Somatic and Autonomic NS
Comparing Parasympathetic and Sympathetic NS

No School on Monday! Thank a Veteran!

1. Includes 40 multiple choice
2. 10 matching from nerves diagram (.5 point each)
3. 25 point fill-in-the-blank